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Abstract: The spatio-temporal characteristics of particulate matter with a particle size less than or
equal to 2.5 µm (PM2.5), particulate matter with a particle size less than or equal to 10 µm (PM10),
meteorological parameters from September 2018 to September 2019, and Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and
Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) aerosol optical depth (AOD) from 2007 to 2019
were investigated over the Central Line Project of China’s South-North Water Diversion (CSNWD) in
Henan Province. To better understand the characteristics of the atmospheric environment over the
CSNWD, air quality monitoring stations were installed in Nanyang (in the upper reaches), Zhengzhou
(in the middle reaches), and Anyang (in the lower reaches). In this study, daily, monthly, and seasonal
statistical analyses of PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations were performed and their relationship with
meteorological parameters was investigated. The results show extremely poor air quality conditions
over the Zhengzhou Station compared with the Nanyang and Anyang Stations. The annual average
PM2.5 concentration did not meet China’s ambient air secondary standard (35 µg/m3 annual mean)
over all the stations, while the annual average PM10 concentration satisfied China’s ambient air
secondary standard (100 µg/m3 annual mean) over the Anyang and Nanyang Stations, except for
the Zhengzhou Station. The highest PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations were observed during winter
compared with the other seasons. The results show that PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations were
negatively correlated with wind speed and temperature at the Nanyang and Zhengzhou Stations, but
positively correlated with relative humidity. However, no significant negative or positive correlation
was observed at Anyang Station. There is a strong linear positive correlation between PM2.5 and
PM10 (R = 0.99), which indicates that the particulate matter at the three stations was mainly caused
by local emissions. Additionally, the AOD values at the three stations were the highest in summer,
which may be related to the residues of crops burned in Henan Province in summer.
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1. Introduction

Air pollution has become a more serious problem with the development of the econ-
omy and urbanization and emissions from industrial and motor vehicles [1–4]. Among
various air indicators, particulate matter with a particle size less than or equal to 2.5 µm
(PM2.5) and particulate matter with a particle size less than or equal to 10 µm (PM10) are
the main components of air pollutants [5–8] that can enter the body and affect human
health [9–11], causing ischemic heart disease, chronic obstructive pneumonia, and other dis-
eases in the population [12–16]. Additionally, air pollution in China affects the downwind
regions [17–19].

In recent years, with the accumulation of PM2.5 and PM10 data over time, researchers
have studied the spatio-temporal characteristics of PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations and
provided theoretical and technical support for the prevention and control of air pollu-
tion [20–23]. For example, Yang et al. [24] studied the spatio-temporal characteristics
of PM2.5 and PM10 over Chengdu from 2009 to 2011 and investigated their relationship
with meteorological factors using statistical methods. Srishti et al. [25] investigated the
spatio-temporal characteristics of atmospheric PM2.5 and PM10 over Delhi from 2013 to
2016. Elena et al. [26] analyzed the PM2.5 and PM10 characteristics and their chemical
composition over the urban area of Naples.

The Central Line Project of China’s South-North Water Diversion (CSNWD) is a project
that transfers water from the Danjiangkou reservoir in the upper and middle reaches of the
Han River, the largest tributary of the Yangtze River, to Henan, Hebei, Beijing, Tianjin, and
other places to alleviate the local water resources crisis. It can promote the economic devel-
opment of central China [27,28]. The upper, middle, and lower reaches of the CSNWD have
achieved good results in water resources and soil pollution prevention and control [29–31],
but research on air pollution has not been conducted yet. At the same time, a compre-
hensive analysis of the concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 in multiple areas can provide
theoretical support for the prevention and control of atmospheric pollution in certain areas
as well as engineering projects. In this study, spatio-temporal characteristics of PM2.5,
PM10, and aerosol optical depth (AOD) were investigated in three different areas of the
Henan section of the CSNWD, including upstream (Nanyang), midstream (Zhengzhou),
and downstream (Anyang). By analyzing the concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 and investi-
gating their relationships with wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and humidity, we
provide theoretical support to control air pollution levels over the CSNWD.

2. Study Region and Meteorology
2.1. Geography of the Study Area

Henan is located in the middle-eastern part of China, the middle and lower reaches
of the Yellow River, east of Anhui and Shandong, north of Hebei and Shanxi, west of
Shanxi, and south of Hubei (Figure 1). The CSNWD is 1277 km in length, with 731 km in
Henan province, accounting for 57% of the total length [12]. Across the Yellow River are
the Yangtze River, the Huaihe River, and the Haihe four waters. Nanyang is located in
the upper reaches of the CSNWD, and its monitoring station (112◦27′29′′ E, 32◦59′38′′ N)
is located in the northeast of the main urban area of Nanyang City. It is upwind of the
urban area and is less affected by the urban heat island effect. It is surrounded by farmland
with flat and open terrain. Nanyang is located in the transition zone from the subtropical
zone to the temperate zone, belonging to a continental monsoon humid and sub-humid
climate with four distinct seasons. The annual rainfall is 703.6–1173.4 mm, decreasing from
southeast to northwest. The annual sunshine duration is 1897.9 to 2120.9 h, and the annual
frost-free period is 220 to 245 days. Zhengzhou is located in the middle reaches of the
Henan section of the CSNWD. The monitoring station (32◦59′38′′ E, 113◦34′9′′ N) is located
in the southwest of the main urban area, close to the main canal, and is surrounded by
construction sites and urban main roads.
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tion of the CSNWD, and provide a data reference for atmospheric environmental quality. 

Figure 1. Distribution of atmospheric monitoring stations in the Central Line Project of China’s South-North Water Diversion.
The red box part indicates the three stations studied in this paper. (a) location of Henan Province in China; (b) location of
atmospheric monitoring stations in Henan Section of CSNWD.

Zhengzhou has a northern temperate continental monsoon climate with frequent
alternation of cold and warm air masses and four distinct seasons. The winter is dry
and cold with little rain, and the summer is hot and rainy. Anyang Station (114◦14′24′′ E,
36◦05′34′′ N) is located in the lower reaches of the Henan section of the CSWND. Its
monitoring station is located in the west of the main urban area, surrounded by national
highways, and many vehicles pass nearby.

Anyang is located in a warm northern temperate zone, with a continental monsoon
climate with four distinct seasons and suitable temperatures, but it is extremely cold and
hot, with alternating droughts and floods. The average temperature is 12.7–13.7 ◦C, the
average precipitation is 581.1–693.1 mm, and the four seasons’ wind direction is mostly
controlled by high air currents.

2.2. Methods

In order to study the spatial and temporal characteristics of PM2.5, PM10, and AOD
in the Henan section of the CSNWD, air quality monitoring stations were installed in
Nanyang, Zhengzhou, and Anyang, respectively. PM2.5 concentration, PM10 concentration,
wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity, temperature, and other parameters of the
three stations were obtained with a time resolution of 0.5 h. The monitoring period is
from October 2018 to September 2019. These stations can truly reflect the specific situation
of the atmospheric environment in the upper, middle, and lower reaches of the Henan
section of the CSNWD, and provide a data reference for atmospheric environmental quality.
The overall characteristics of PM2.5, PM10, wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity,
and temperature in the three stations were analyzed. The seasons were divided into
spring (March to May), summer (June to August), autumn (September to November),
and winter (December to February) to study the seasonal variation. The monthly and
seasonal variations of the six parameters were calculated, and the air quality of the three
stations is discussed. Meanwhile, a correlation analysis between PM2.5, PM10, and the
seasonal changes in meteorological parameters was conducted to understand the influence
of seasonal parameters on PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations. The diurnal variation of the six
parameters was calculated and its variation rule was analyzed.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Overall Concentration Profile

The probability density distribution of PM2.5 and PM10 mass concentrations at Nanyang,
Zhengzhou, and Anyang Station is shown in Figure 2. The average annual concentration
distribution of PM2.5 and PM10 at Nanyang Station (Figure 2a,b) was roughly the same,
with “low in the middle” and “high on both sides” appearing in the image. Both were
concentrated in the 40–100 µg/m3 range, and the overall concentration was less than
100 µg/m3. The maximum probability of both PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations coincides
at 90 µg/m3. The annual average concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 were 59.13 µg/m3

and 66.62 µg/m3, respectively (Figure 2g and Table 1). According to China’s secondary
quality standards for the annual average concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 (35 µg/m3 for
PM2.5 and 70 µg/m3 for PM10) (GB3095—2012), the concentration of PM2.5 exceeded the
standard by 0.68 times, and the concentration of PM10 met the standard. For Zhengzhou
Station, there was a certain difference in the distribution of PM2.5 and PM10 average annual
concentration, with a wide range of concentration fluctuations, mainly concentrated in the
40~200 µg/m3 range, but generally less than 200 µg/m3. The maximum probability of
PM2.5 concentration appeared at 100 µg/m3 and 140 µg/m3, and the maximum probability
of PM10 concentration appeared at 110 µg/m3 and 140 µg/m3 (Figure 2c,d). The annual
average concentration of PM2.5 was 110.07 µg/m3, while that of PM10 was 124.21 µg/m3.
The concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 exceeded China’s secondary quality standards by
2.14 and 0.77 times, respectively. The annual average concentration trend of PM2.5 and
PM10 at Anyang Station was roughly the same, and the concentration mainly fell within
the 0~100 µg/m3 range (Figure 2e,f). The maximum probability of PM2.5 and PM10 con-
centration was 10 µg/m3 and 20 µg/m3, respectively. The annual average concentration of
PM2.5 was 53.69 µg/m3, and that of PM10 was 60.50 µg/m3. The concentration of PM2.5
exceeded the standard by 0.53 times, whereas PM10 met the national standard.
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Table 1. Annual statistics of PM2.5 and PM10 mass concentrations at the Nanyang, Zhengzhou, and
Anyang monitoring stations.

Hourly Counts Mean SD Percentiles

Base - - - 10 25 50 75 90

Nanyang Station

PM2.5 (µg/m3) 18,382 59.13 20.08 32.00 40.00 56.00 80.00 84.00
PM10 (µg/m3) 18,382 66.62 22.76 36.00 45.00 64.00 90.00 95.00

Zhengzhou Station

PM2.5 (µg/m3) 16,590 110.07 45.12 39.00 95.00 108.00 140.00 178.00
PM10 (µg/m3) 16,590 124.21 51.03 44.00 107.00 123.00 158.00 201.00

Anyang Station

PM2.5 (µg/m3) 16,229 53.69 56.31 8.00 15.00 32.00 72.00 137.00
PM10 (µg/m3) 16,229 60.50 63.79 9.00 17.00 36.00 81.00 155.00

Accordingly, the concentration of PM2.5 at Nanyang Station, in the upper reaches of
the Henan section of the CSNWD, exceeded the standard by 0.68 times, and PM10 met
the requirements; however, PM2.5 is more harmful to the body, which indicates that the
atmospheric environment in the upstream was not very good [32,33]. The main reason is
the fact that the existing energy structure of Nanyang city is still predominantly powered
by thermal and fossil fuels; additionally, wintertime traditional domestic heating also
leads to the emission of a large number of pollution particles. The Management Office of
Nanyang is located at the boundary between city and urban areas, where traffic, various
ongoing construction projects, and surrounding residents’ activities will increase the con-
centration of particulate matter in the atmosphere. The concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 at
Zhengzhou Station, in the middle reaches, exceeded the standard by 2.14 and 0.77 times,
respectively, which indicates serious pollution and that the atmospheric environment in the
middle reaches was also poor. The reason is that Zhengzhou is a central city in the central
Plains city cluster with a large population and a lot of traffic. The Zhengzhou Management
Office is located in the suburbs, with more building dust. The concentration of PM2.5 at
the downstream Anyang Station exceeded the standard by 0.53 times, whereas the con-
centration of PM10 was in line with the national standard, indicating that the atmospheric
environment downstream was relatively poor, mainly due to local emissions. The Anyang
Management Office is located at the boundary between urban and rural areas, and there
are many industrial and mining enterprises in the surrounding area. Frequent vehicle
traffic leads to relatively high pollutant emissions [34].

Therefore, in comparison, the middle reaches of the Henan section (Zhengzhou) of
the CSNWD have the most serious pollution, followed by the upstream reaches (Nanyang),
and the least pollution was found in the lower reaches (Anyang). Additionally, the con-
centration of PM2.5 in the upper, middle, and lower reaches exceeded the standard, but
the concentration of PM10 in the upper and lower reaches remained below the standard,
indicating that there is an extremely urgent need to improve the atmospheric environment
in the upper, middle, and lower reaches of the CSNWD.

In terms of meteorological parameters, at Nanyang Station, the temperature (T) and
humidity (RH) were distributed in a “hill” shape (Figure 3a,b). The temperature range
was approximately −6 ◦C to 40 ◦C, and the maximum probability appeared at 25 ◦C.
The temperature difference was large, which corresponds to the climate of Nanyang.
The humidity (RH) range was 5%~100%, the overall distribution was relatively uniform,
and the probability of occurrence of the maximum value was 40%. The annual mean
temperature was 16.49 ◦C, and the annual mean humidity (RH) was 56.90%, which is
consistent with the climatic characteristics of Nanyang as a transition zone from subtropical
to temperate (Table 2). Wind speed (W) was mainly concentrated in the range of 0~2 m/s,
with the maximum probability of 1 m/s. Strong winds of 6 m/s occasionally occurred,
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with the annual average wind speed of 1.25 m/s. The wind direction (V) was mainly
concentrated in the 0~100◦ and 300~360◦ range, with an occasional wind direction of 180◦

and a maximum probability of 0◦ and 320◦. This indicates that the Nanyang Management
Office is dominated by northerly winds, and the wind speed is relatively low.
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(i–l) monitoring stations.

The temperature (T) at Zhengzhou Station had an approximately normal distribution,
and the humidity (RH) had close to a “mountain” distribution. The temperature (T) ranged
from −8 ◦C to 40 ◦C, and the maximum probability appeared at 25 ◦C, with a large temper-
ature difference; the humidity (RH) ranged from 5% to 105%, and the maximum probability
was 40% (Figure 3e,f). The annual average temperature was 16.44 ◦C, and the annual
average humidity was 51.65%, which accorded with the characteristics of Zhengzhou’s
continental monsoon climate in the northern temperate zone (Table 2). The wind speed
(W) was mainly concentrated within the 0~4 m/s range, with the maximum probability of
0 m/s. There were also occasional strong winds of 6 m/s, with an average annual wind
speed of 1.36 m/s. The wind direction (V) mainly ranged between approximately 170◦ and
190◦, with the maximum probability occurring at 0◦ (Figure 3g,h). These results show that
the Zhengzhou Management Office is also dominated by southerly winds, and the wind
speed is relatively low.

The probability density distribution of meteorological parameters at Anyang Station
is shown in Figure 3i–l. The temperature (T) and humidity (RH) were approximately in
line with a normal distribution. The temperature (T) ranged from −10 ◦C to 40 ◦C, with
the maximum probability occurring at 28 ◦C. The humidity (RH) ranged from 0% to 10%,
with a maximum probability of 80%. The annual average temperature was 15.68 ◦C and
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the annual average humidity was 54.49%, which coincides with the characteristics of the
continental monsoon climate in the warm temperate zone. The wind speed (W) mainly
ranged from 0 m/s to 2 m/s, with the maximum probability of 0 m/s and the annual
average wind speed of 1.02 m/s. The range of wind direction (V) was mainly concentrated
at 0◦ and 180◦ and the maximum probability of occurrence was 0◦. These results indicate
that the wind at Anyang Management Office is mainly in the north, followed by the south,
and occasionally there are winds in other directions. The wind speed is low all year round.

Table 2. Annual statistics of meteorological parameters at the Nanyang, Zhengzhou, and Anyang
monitoring stations.

Hourly Counts Mean SD Percentiles

Base - - - 10 25 50 75 90

Nanyang

T (◦C) 18,382 16.49 10.18 1.80 8.30 17.00 25.00 29.50
RH (%) 18,382 56.90 27.13 17.50 36.30 57.90 78.90 93.70

W (m/s) 18,382 1.25 1.10 0 0.50 0.90 1.90 2.60
V (◦) 18,382 122.45 129.4 0 29 57 315 324

Zhengzhou Station

T (◦C) 16,590 16.44 11.04 0.70 7.30 17.30 25.80 30.50
RH (%) 16,590 51.65 28.95 14.00 26.30 47.60 80.50 91.30

W (m/s) 16,590 1.36 1.33 0 0.40 0.90 2.00 3.20
V (◦) 16,590 119.83 112.8 0 4 131 185 315

Anyang Station

T (◦C) 16,229 15.68 11.64 −0.60 5.90 16.60 25.60 30.80
RH (%) 16,229 54.49 23.02 23.50 35.60 54.60 73.90 85.10

W (m/s) 16,229 1.02 0.973 0 0.40 0.80 1.50 2.40
V (◦) 16,229 116.32 107.9 0 2 123 184 256

To sum up, it can be seen that Nanyang Station and Zhengzhou Station behaved
roughly the same in terms of temperature (T), humidity (RH), wind speed (W), and wind
direction (V), while the wind direction at Anyang Station in the lower reaches was slightly
different from that of the upper (Nanyang Station) and middle reaches (Zhengzhou Station).

3.2. Seasonal Variations
3.2.1. Seasonal Characteristics of PM10, PM2.5, and Meteorological Parameters

The box charts of PM2.5 and PM10 changes at the three monitoring stations are shown
in Figure 4. The PM2.5 concentration at Nanyang Station was not greatly affected by
seasonal changes. It was highest in January (65.39 µg/m3) and lowest in May (56.14 µg/m3).
Overall, it was the highest in winter (63.97 µg/m3) and the lowest in summer (57.16 µg/m3).
At Zhengzhou Station, the concentration of PM2.5 was the highest among the three stations.
The highest value appeared in November (123 µg/m3), whereas the lowest appeared in June
(94.28 µg/m3), still showing the trend of the highest concentration in winter (117.51 µg/m3)
and the lowest concentration in summer (95.55 µg/m3). However, the concentration of
PM2.5 at Anyang Station had a more obvious seasonal variation. In winter (97.96 µg/m3), it
was much higher than that in summer (18.95 µg/m3), with the highest value in November
(116.94 µg/m3) and the lowest value in May (16.19 µg/m3). PM10 and PM2.5 showed a
similar seasonal change trend, with the highest in winter and the lowest in summer on
the whole.
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In regard to temperature (T), it can be seen from Figure 5 and Table 3 that for all the
three monitoring stations it had a strong seasonal variation, with the highest temperature
in summer and the lowest in winter, with the peak temperature appearing in July, and the
minimum temperature appearing in January, which is consistent with the local climate
characteristics. The humidity (RH) also showed an obvious seasonal variation. Nanyang
Station had the highest humidity (80.81%) in winter and the lowest humidity (29.88%)
in summer. Similarly, Zhengzhou Station experienced the highest humidity in winter
(74.63%) and the lowest humidity in summer (23.18%), with the maximum in November
(79.85%), and the minimum in July (22.44). Anyang Station behaved slightly different. The
humidity was the highest (64.74%) in autumn and the lowest in spring (45.48), occurring
the highest in November (70.45%) and the lowest in March (37.48). Overall, of the three
stations, Nanyang Station had the highest humidity, and Anyang station had the lowest.
With respect to the wind speed (W), for all three stations, it fluctuated slightly under the
influence of seasons. On the whole, the wind speed was higher in spring and summer
than in autumn and winter. The wind speed at Nanyang Station was the maximum in July
(1.58 m/s) and the minimum in January (0.85 m/s). Zhengzhou Station had the highest
wind speed (2.01 m/s) in June and the lowest (0.73 m/s) in November. Anyang Station
experienced the maximum in May (1.38 m/s) and the minimum in October (0.81 m/s).
In terms of the seasonal variation in wind direction, the wind direction (V) of the three
monitoring stations only had a small fluctuation due to the seasonal influence. Nanyang
Station had the largest wind direction value in autumn, with the maximum value in
November (153.91◦); the minimum value occurred in summer, being the least value in
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June (105.48◦). At Zhengzhou Station, the largest variation occurred in summer, with
the maximum value appearing in August (153.91◦) and the minimum value appearing in
November (88.44◦). The wind direction value at Anyang Station in spring was higher than
that in winter, but the maximum value appeared in May (138.38◦) and the minimum value
appeared in August (103.42◦).
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To sum up, the concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10, at the three stations, were higher in
winter than in summer. The main reason, in terms of climate, maybe that the temperatures
are high in summer, the vertical movement of the atmosphere is strong, and the atmospheric
boundary layer gets uplifted, thus reducing the concentration of particulate matter [24,35].
On the contrary, in winter, due to the low temperature, the atmospheric boundary layer
shrinks, leading to an increase in particulate matter concentration [36]. The concentrations
of PM2.5 and PM10, at Zhengzhou and Anyang Stations, were much higher than those in
summer, especially at Anyang Station. In addition to climatic reasons, the main reason
might be the enhanced emission of pollutants from the increased burning of fuels required
for heating purposes in November in Anyang. Additionally, the concentrations of PM2.5
and PM10 were the highest over Zhengzhou, among the three stations, which might be
related to the fact that Zhengzhou is the capital city of Henan Province and the core of
the Central Plains Economic Zone, where the local total industrial and living emissions
exceed the standard. In terms of meteorology, the meteorological parameters at the three
monitoring stations were basically in line with the normal seasonal variation. The humidity
decreased slightly from Nanyang Station upstream to Anyang Station downstream. The
humidity at Nanyang Station and Zhengzhou Station was higher in winter than in summer,
which might be because Nanyang Station and Zhengzhou Station are close to the reservoir
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area. In winter, the reservoir area has sufficient water, with more water being evaporated
into the air. Summer is a dry season and less water evaporates into the air [37].

Table 3. Monthly statistics of PM2.5 and PM10 mass concentrations and meteorological parameters at the Nanyang,
Zhengzhou, and Anyang monitoring stations.

Season
T (◦C) RH (%) W (m/s) V (◦) PM2.5 (µg/m3) PM10 (µg/m3)

Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

Nanyang Station

Spring 17.25 6.34 58.16 24.01 1.23 1.03 124.96 129.12 57.50 19.90 64.78 22.54
Summer 28.01 3.72 29.88 14.61 1.53 1.25 108.76 118.62 57.16 20.14 64.38 22.84
Autumn 17.23 6.53 58.88 24.61 1.25 1.01 134.99 132.03 58.16 19.69 65.51 22.29
Winter 3.03 4.01 80.81 16.40 0.96 1.05 118.65 135.74 63.97 19.90 72.15 22.59

Zhengzhou Station

Spring 17.86 6.80 52.52 26.24 1.27 1.30 110.53 113.70 43.58 43.58 128.84 45.52
Summer 28.62 3.85 23.18 11.60 1.98 1.50 154.97 95.53 47.27 47.27 107.78 53.52
Autumn 16.39 7.10 58.18 26.33 1.19 1.30 110.50 114.69 115.69 43.80 129.40 49.53
Winter 2.58 4.49 74.63 20.88 0.95 0.92 100.88 117.51 117.51 42.03 132.65 47.47

Anyang Station

Spring 17.24 7.06 45.48 23.41 1.26 1.22 126.34 99.76 31.49 27.41 35.36 31.04
Summer 28.54 4.37 57.49 20.61 1.04 0.96 116.75 104.64 18.95 13.53 21.17 15.31
Autumn 15.63 8.13 63.74 21.27 0.86 0.87 111.46 115.58 69.36 63.43 78.26 70.73
Winter 1.39 4.71 53.17 22.76 0.88 0.84 109.72 112.15 97.96 64.36 114.53 73.64

3.2.2. Relationships among PM2.5, PM10, and Meteorological Parameters

Figures 6 and 7, respectively, show the correlation plot of PM2.5 and meteorological
parameters, and PM10 and meteorological parameters, at the three monitoring stations.
Figures 8 and 9 show the pollution roses for PM2.5 and PM10, respectively, over the three
stations. It can be seen from Figures 6 and 7 that the PM2.5 and PM10 at the three stations
were significantly negatively correlated with temperature (T). The lower the temperature,
the higher the concentration of PM2.5 and PM10. This result is similar to those of previ-
ous studies conducted in Beijing and Shanghai [38,39]. The reason is that there is less
precipitation in winter and a low wind speed. The boundary layer shrinks and the atmo-
spheric environment tends to stabilize, which is conducive to the formation of PM2.5 and
PM10 [37,39]. In summer, there is much precipitation, a high wind speed, a high boundary
layer, and an unstable atmospheric environment. PM2.5 and PM10 are easily blown away,
thus reducing their concentrations [40,41]. PM2.5 and PM10 had a strong correlation with
humidity (RH) at Nanyang and Zhengzhou Stations, with a correlation coefficient (R2) of
0.71 (0.71) and 0.95 (0.95), respectively. Previous studies revealed that relative humidity
has a great influence on the concentration of particulate matter. The higher the relative
humidity, the higher the content of water vapor in the air, making the pollutants adhere to
the water vapor and generating secondary sulfates and nitrates [33,42–44]. Additionally,
the higher the humidity, the more PM2.5 and PM10 will accumulate, thus increasing the
concentration of PM2.5 and PM10. In Anyang, there was almost no linear relationship
between PM2.5, PM10, and humidity, with the correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.02 for each.
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It can be seen from Figures 8 and 9 that PM2.5 and PM10 are significantly negatively
correlated with wind speed at Nanyang Station. The correlation coefficient (R2) of both
PM2.5 and PM10 is 0.70, indicating that the higher the wind speed, the lower the concentra-
tion of PM2.5 and PM10. The reason for this might be that the wind direction at the Nanyang
monitoring station is mostly from the south during the four seasons, and occasionally
from the north, where there are schools and industrial and mining enterprises. The south
wind blows away atmospheric particles, reducing the concentration of PM2.5 and PM10.
Earlier studies conclude that an increase in wind speed is conducive to the diffusion of
particles, causing the particles to be blown away and reducing the concentration of PM2.5
and PM10 [2,24,25]. There was a strong negative correlation between PM2.5, PM10, and the
wind speed at Zhengzhou Station. The R2 of PM2.5, PM10, and wind speed was the same,
with a value of 0.94. The higher the wind speed, the lower the concentration of PM2.5 and
PM10. The reason for this might be that the wind direction at the Zhengzhou monitoring
station is mainly northwest, followed by southeast. The Zhengzhou monitoring station
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is located in the west of the Zhengzhou urban area, and the northwest wind dilutes the
atmospheric particles from the urban area, reducing the concentration of PM2.5 and PM10.
However, at Anyang Station, the correlation between PM2.5, PM10, and wind speed was
relatively low, with R2 being 0.21, indicating that wind speed has little influence on the
concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 in this area. The wind direction at Anyang monitoring
station in all four seasons was mainly northwest, followed by southeast.
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Figure 10 shows the correlation plot of PM2.5 and PM10 at the three monitoring stations
in the upper, middle, and lower reaches of the CSNWD. The literature shows that the
concentration of PM2.5 is mainly determined by the local area, while the concentration
of PM10 is mainly characterized by sand and dust, which can be transported from the
outside [26,32]. It is evident from Figure 10 that the fitting degree of PM2.5 and PM10 in
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spring, summer, autumn, and winter at the three stations is very high, with a correlation
coefficient (R2) of 0.99, and the fitting rate of a straight line to scattered points is very high,
which indicates that the concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 were the same in the same time
period, so there is a strong linear positive correlation between them, which indicates that
PM2.5 and PM10 follow homology to a certain extent. This result shows that the PM2.5 and
PM10 emissions at the three stations were mainly from local sources, and there was no
pollution caused by external transmission problems. Additionally, as can be seen from the
slope of Figure 10 and the ratio of PM2.5 to PM10 in Figure 11, the proportion of PM2.5 in
PM10 is very high, reaching more than 88%. All the three monitoring stations show that the
ratio of PM2.5 to PM10 in summer was higher than that in the other three seasons, indicating
that, compared with other seasons, PM2.5 in summer might be caused by anthropogenic
activities, which is consistent with the research results of Zhang et al. Additionally, the
PM2.5/PM10 (Figure 11) values at Anyang were slightly higher than those in the other two
regions, especially in spring and summer, which is the same in autumn and winter. This
may be because the source of atmospheric particulates in autumn and winter, in Anyang,
is mainly fuel consumed for domestic heating, while the concentration of PM2.5 and PM10
in spring and summer is not high, which is mainly caused by human activities.
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3.3. Daily Variation

Figure 12 shows the daily variation in characteristics of PM2.5, PM10, and meteoro-
logical parameters at the three monitoring stations. As can be seen from the figure, the
concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 at the three stations did not change much in a day. At
Nanyang Station, the concentration range of PM2.5 is 107.08~114.20 µg/m3, and that of
PM10 is 120.83~128.74 µg/m3. At Zhengzhou Station, PM2.5 falls between 107.08 and
114.20 µg/m3, while PM10 remains between 120.83 and 128.74 µg/m3. At Anyang Sta-
tion, PM2.5 ranges from 43.12 to 58.84 µg/m3, while PM10 is concentrated in the 48.53 to
66.36 µg/m3 range. The PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations over the entire study region are
higher at night than in the day, which may be due to the increase in humidity caused by
transpiration at night, which leads to the increase in PM2.5 and PM10. The temperature
and humidity of the three stations fluctuated within the range of a day. The temperature
range was basically between 13 ◦C and 20 ◦C. The temperature in the day was higher
than that at night, which is a normal diurnal variation. In terms of humidity, Nanyang
Station displayed the range from 49.71% to 63.29%; Zhengzhou station displayed the range
from 48.98% to 57.85%; and Anyang station displayed the range from 37.70% to 69.39%,
all of which are low in the day and high during night. At Anyang Station, there was a
big difference in the humidity between day and night. This may be due to weakened
photosynthesis at night, increased transpiration, and increased water vapor in the air. The
wind speed and wind direction did not change much during the day. Only the wind speed
at Anyang Station increased at 8 a.m., reached its peak at about 2 p.m., and then slowly
decreased. It can be seen from the figure that in the time period when the wind speed
increases (from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.), the humidity (RH), PM2.5, and PM10 show a decreasing
trend in the corresponding time period, while in the time period when the wind speed
decreases (after 2 p.m.), the humidity (RH), PM2.5, and PM10 are increasing. Such a re-
ciprocal dependence could be attributed to the direct relation between wind speed and
concentration of particulate matter in the air.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, the spatiotemporal characteristics of PM2.5, PM10, and meteorological
parameters at Nanyang Station in the upstream, Zhengzhou Station in the middle, and
Anyang Station in the downstream reaches of the CSNWD were analyzed and studied from
September 2018 to September 2019. Meanwhile, the AOD products of CALIPSO were used
to analyze the atmospheric optical properties of aerosols at the three monitoring stations
from 2007 to 2019. This study may not only help researchers understand the atmospheric
environmental quality of the Henan section of the CSNWD, but also provide data and
theoretical support to government departments to manage and protect the ecological
environment in this area. The results are as follows:

(1) The middle reaches (Zhengzhou) of the Henan section of the CSNWD are the most
seriously polluted, followed by the upstream reaches (Nanyang), while the down-
stream reaches (Anyang) are the least polluted. The annual average concentration
of PM2.5 in the upper, middle, and lower reaches exceeded the standard, while the
concentration of PM10 only exceeded the standard in the middle reaches.

(2) The concentration, wind speed, wind direction, humidity, and temperature of PM2.5
and PM10 in the study region change with the normal seasonal shift, but some
differences were caused by the surrounding environment, which induces unexpected
changes during the seasons or even contrary qualities to the normal seasons.
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(3) The concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 in the upstream reaches (Nanyang) of the
Middle Route Project of the South-North water diversion were negatively corre-
lated, positively correlated, and negatively correlated with wind speed, humidity,
and temperature, respectively; the concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 in the middle
reaches (Zhengzhou) were negatively correlated, positively correlated, and negatively
correlated with wind speed, humidity, and temperature, respectively; and the con-
centrations of PM2.5 and PM10 in the downstream reached (Anyang) had no obvious
correlation with wind speed and humidity. The concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 was
negatively correlated with temperature. The wind speed was roughly the same as
that during the normal seasons.

(4) The sources of PM2.5 and PM10 in the upper, middle, and lower reaches of the CSNWD
in the Henan section were mainly local and almost free from external pollution trans-
port.

(5) The concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 and wind speed at Nanyang Station and
Zhengzhou Station remained unchanged throughout the day, while the humidity
and temperature change daily normally. The wind speed at Anyang Station changed
slightly in a day, and the humidity, PM2.5, and PM10 showed certain changes with the
wind speed.

(6) The CALIPSO_AOD values at the three stations were higher in summer than in the
other three seasons, whereas the AOD values at the Zhengzhou and Anyang Stations
were higher than those at Nanyang.
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